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When speech is in competition with interfering sources in rooms, monaural indicators of intelligi-
bility fail to take account of the listener’s abilities to separate target speech from interfering sounds
using the binaural system. In order to incorporate these segregation abilities and their susceptibility
to reverberation, Lavandier and Culling [J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 127, 387–399 (2010)] proposed a
model which combines effects of better-ear listening and binaural unmasking. A computationally
efficient version of this model is evaluated here under more realistic conditions that include head
shadow, multiple stationary noise sources, and real-room acoustics. Three experiments are pre-
sented in which speech reception thresholds were measured in the presence of one to three inter-
ferers using real-room listening over headphones, simulated by convolving anechoic stimuli with
binaural room impulse-responses measured with dummy-head transducers in five rooms. Without
fitting any parameter of the model, there was close correspondence between measured and pre-
dicted differences in threshold across all tested conditions. The model’s components of better-ear
listening and binaural unmasking were validated both in isolation and in combination. The compu-
tational efficiency of this prediction method allows the generation of complex “intelligibility maps”
from room designs.VC 2012 Acoustical Society of America. [DOI: 10.1121/1.3662075]
PACS number(s): 43.55.Hy, 43.66.Pn, 43.71.Gv, 43.66.Dc [LMW] Pages: 218–231
I. INTRODUCTION
Human listeners show remarkable abilities to segregate
speech from noisy backgrounds, so-called “cocktail-party
listening” (Cherry, 1953), compared with even the most so-
phisticated of automatic speech recognition systems (Lipp-
mann, 1997). Nevertheless, segregation is often severely
impaired by sound reflections in rooms (Bronkhorst, 2000).
Purely acoustical measures of temporal smearing of speech
are useful in determining overall intelligibility in many
reverberant spaces, especially where reverberation levels are
sufficiently high for smearing to be the overriding factor
(Bradley et al., 1999; Houtgast and Steeneken, 1985). These
essentially monaural measures account for the effect of dif-
fuse ambient noise, but they neglect the listener’s abilities to
separate target speech from interfering sounds using the bin-
aural system, as well as the deleterious effect of reverbera-
tion on these abilities (Beutelmann and Brand, 2006; Culling
et al., 2003; Lavandier and Culling, 2007; Plomp, 1976). In
the presence of discrete interfering sources, when source
segregation becomes the overriding factor, intelligibility can
be reduced at relatively low levels of reverberation, and thus
more readily than would be predicted from the temporal
smearing of speech (Lavandier and Culling, 2008). This pa-
per presents a binaural model which can efficiently predict
speech intelligibility in rooms, in the presence of several dis-
crete noise sources.
Cherry (1953) used the term “cocktail-party” to illus-
trate a general class of situations where a listener attempts to
understand target speech among competing-sound inter-
ferers. Other examples include open-plan offices and open-
plan classrooms, where competing sources can be other peo-
ple talking, or any other sound source that might mask the
target (e.g., an air conditioner or road noise from an open
window). Possessing two ears is useful for understanding
speech in these situations. Comprehension is improved by
better-ear listening and binaural unmasking (Bronkhorst and
Plomp, 1988), both of which rely on differences in the inten-
sity and timing of the sound at the two ears—interaural level
and time differences (ILDs and ITDs, respectively). For
sources located to one side of a listener, the sound level is
reduced at the far ear—the ear for which the head throws an
acoustic shadow, creating an ILD. In addition, because the
sound must travel farther from the source to the far ear, it
arrives later, generating an ITD. Target and interferers at
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different locations often produce different ILDs so one ear
will usually offer a better target-to-interferer level ratio than
the other, and listeners can simply attend to whichever ear
offers the better ratio. Differences in the ITD and ILD gener-
ated by the target and an interferer also provide for binaural
unmasking, in which the central auditory nervous system is
able to “cancel” to some extent sounds generated by this
interferer [equalization-cancellation (E-C) theory; Durlach,
1972], thus improving the internal target-to-interferer level
ratio. Better-ear listening and binaural unmasking are both
frequency-dependent. The binaural advantage produced by
the combination of these two components of binaural hear-
ing to unmask the target speech from a spatially-separated
interferer is called spatial unmasking.
In rooms, sound reflections reduce the magnitude of
acoustic shadowing on which better-ear listening depends
(Plomp, 1976). The modification of source spectra by room
“coloration” (resulting from the constructive/destructive in-
terference of sound reflections and the frequency-dependent
absorption characteristics of room materials) directly influ-
ences speech intelligibility (for a review see Ratnam et al.,
2003), but it also influences better-ear listening by creating
frequency-dependent ILDs varying with position (Lavandier
and Culling, 2010). Moreover, reflections impair binaural
unmasking by decorrelating the interfering sound at the two
ears. The interaural coherence of a sound source evaluates
the similarity of the waveforms it produces at the two ears.
The source coherence in a room is degraded by the multiple
sound reflections reaching the listener (Hartmann et al.,
2005), because these reflections are not identical at the two
ears (as long as the configuration is not perfectly symmetri-
cal). An E-C mechanism would be less effective against an
interferer that is not perfectly correlated, because a less cor-
related interferer cannot be fully equalized at the ears, and
hence cannot be fully canceled. As a result, there is more
masking and lower speech intelligibility (Licklider, 1948;
Robinson and Jeffress, 1963). Lavandier and Culling (2007,
2008) showed that binaural unmasking and target intelligi-
bility decreased when interferer coherence was decreased,
either by increasing the listener-interferer distance or making
the room more reverberant. Room reflections also modify
the signal phases at the ears, further affecting binaural
unmasking which depends on the interaural phase differen-
ces of target and interferer (Lavandier and Culling, 2010).
Different approaches have been proposed to predict the
deleterious effects of reverberation on intelligibility in
cocktail-party situations. Van Wijngaarden and Drullman
(2008) extended the speech transmission index method to
take into account binaural hearing. This approach offers the
advantage of predicting the smearing effect of reverberation
on the speech target. However, it also makes the initial
assumption that the target is the only source of modulation
in the signals reaching the listener’s ears. This approach
does not offer any opportunity for extension to more realistic
cases where interferers are modulated noise or speech,
because in these cases, the modulation is now coming from
both the target and the interferer and this attribute no longer
distinguishes them. Zurek et al. (2004) proposed a model
predicting the detection of a narrow band noise target against
a broadband noise interferer in rooms, which could be
extended to predict speech intelligibility. The model is based
on room statistics (surface area and average absorption coef-
ficient of the room, assuming a perfectly diffuse reverberant
sound-field, independent of the direct sound). Binaural
detection of the narrow band noises was quite accurately pre-
dicted, even if some discrepancies remained. These discrep-
ancies could be linked to the initial approximations inherent
in the use of room statistics rather than room impulse
responses, and of a fixed interaural correlation function, in-
dependent of the position considered in the room, rather than
the measured interaural coherence.
Three binaural models based on the E-C theory have
been proposed recently to predict intelligibility against a dis-
crete noise source (Beutelmann and Brand, 2006; Lavandier
and Culling, 2010; Wan et al., 2010). Following Durlach
(1972) or vom Ho¨vel (1984), the models of Beutelmann and
Brand (2006) and Wan et al. (2010) use a direct implementa-
tion of an E-C process. The stimuli simulated at the ears are
first processed through an E-C stage which tests different
delays and attenuations for these signals, and chooses those
maximizing the effective target-to-interferer ratio. The
speech intelligibility index (SII) method (ANSI S3.5, 1997)
is then used to evaluate intelligibility. The model of Wan
et al. (2010) gave accurate predictions for speech intelligibil-
ity against up to three noise interferers, but it was only tested
in anechoic conditions. Beutelmann and Brand (2006)
obtained very good agreement with listening test data
involving single noise interferers in three different rooms,
with an overall correlation coefficient of 0.95 between mea-
surement and prediction. The agreement was even slightly
better with the revised version of this model (Beutelmann
et al., 2010), which was further extended to deal with non-
stationary noise. Lavandier and Culling (2010) obtained sim-
ilar agreement following a different approach proposed by
Levitt and Rabiner (1967) and Zurek (1993). Better-ear lis-
tening and binaural unmasking are modeled as two separate
components. The direct implementation of cancellation is
replaced by a predictive equation similar to those developed
by Durlach (1972), and the resulting prediction of binaural
unmasking is added to a better-ear target-to-interferer ratio.
Like the models of Beutelmann and Brand and Wan et al.,
this method is based on the signals produced by sources in
rooms, requiring averaging across signals (i.e., across time)
to predict reliably the effect of interfering sources. Jelfs
et al. (2011) further improved the computational efficiency
of Lavandier and Culling’s method, by applying their model
directly to binaural impulse responses, thus producing fast
and accurate non-stochastic predictions.
None of these models have been tested using multiple
interferers in reverberation. Anechoic studies have shown
binaural hearing to be efficient against multiple interferers
(Bronkhorst and Plomp, 1992; Carhart et al., 1969; Culling
et al., 2004; Hawley et al., 2004) and both Wan et al. (2010)
and Jelfs et al. (2011) have successfully modeled such data.
Lavandier and Culling (2010) showed that their model accu-
rately predicts the effect of binaural unmasking in reverbera-
tion, as well as the effect of room coloration on better-ear
listening, but their experiments involved simplified virtual
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rooms. Moreover, the effect of head shadow was not
involved because the listener was modeled without a head.
Broadband ILDs were also removed by equalizing the stim-
uli independently at each ear. Beutelmann and Brand (2006)
showed that their model was accurate using real-room rever-
beration, but only for single interferers. The present study
investigates situations involving multiple interferers in a va-
riety of spatial configurations in the reverberation from real-
room acoustical measurements, and asks whether the revised
model of Jelfs et al. (2011) can predict the effects of both
binaural unmasking and better-ear listening in these condi-
tions. Moreover, the individual effects of ITDs and ILDs
were modeled for these cases.
The prediction method was tested against measured dif-
ferences in speech reception threshold (SRT) (the level of
the target compared to that of the interferer for 50% intelligi-
bility). For SRT measurements, real-room listening over
headphones was simulated by convolving anechoic stimuli
with binaural room impulse responses (BRIRs) (Watkins,
2005; Zahorik, 2002). These BRIRs were measured in differ-
ent rooms with dummy-head transducers that had the direc-
tional characteristics of a human talker and listener. In some
conditions, spectral-envelope impulse responses (SEIRs)
were used. These SEIRs were obtained by removing the tem-
poral characteristics of the BRIRs whilst preserving their
spectral envelopes. This manipulation removed the ITDs
necessary for binaural unmasking while preserving the
frequency-dependent ILDs necessary for better-ear listening,
thereby allowing the two prediction components to be tested
separately.
Reverberation affects binaural speech segregation mech-
anisms, but when speech interferers are involved, it also
impairs intelligibility by affecting monaural segregation
mechanisms (Lavandier and Culling, 2008). Room reflec-
tions can disrupt the segregation of competing voices based
on fundamental frequency differences (Culling et al., 2003,
1994). They can also fill the potential silent periods in the
speech interferers which otherwise allow one to hear the tar-
get better (Bronkhorst and Plomp, 1990; George et al.,
2008). To study the influence of reverberation on binaural
hearing without mixing it with these additional effects, the
experiments presented here used only continuous speech-
shaped noise interferers which had no modulation in their
temporal envelope. Like the other models presented above
[except the one of van Wijngaarden and Drullman (2008)],
the prediction method tested here does not consider the
potential smearing of target speech in very reverberant envi-
ronments, so the prediction only holds for targets not too far
from the listener in these environments, at positions where
the direct-to-reverberant ratio is not too low and segregation
from interferers is the overriding factor for intelligibility.
Thus, the experiments presented below involved only near-
field targets.
Experiments 1 and 2 assessed the prediction method for
the case of single stationary noise interferers affected by var-
ious levels of reverberation. In experiment 3, the method
was confronted with multiple interferer situations, involving
one to three stationary noise interferers in reverberation. In
each case, the model’s components of better-ear listening
and binaural unmasking were tested both in isolation and in
combination. The last two sections of the paper present intel-
ligibility maps of virtual rooms to illustrate the efficiency
and modularity of the prediction method, and then its limita-
tions and the improvements required before periodic and
modulated speech interferers could be handled are discussed.
II. GENERAL METHODS
A. Prediction method
The prediction method is based on the model of Lavand-
ier and Culling (2010) revised by Jelfs et al. (2011), an
extension of the anechoic models of Levitt and Rabiner
(1967) and Zurek (1993). The better-ear listening and binau-
ral unmasking components are predicted independently,
from the BRIRs measured between the sources and listener
positions. Better-ear listening is estimated from the target-
to-interferer ratios (TIRs) computed as a function of fre-
quency at each ear, selecting band-by-band the ear for which
the ratio is higher. Ratios are weighted according to their
relevance for speech (ANSI S3.5, 1997), and integrated
across frequency to provide a broadband “better-ear target-
to-interferer ratio” in dB. Binaural unmasking is estimated
from the interaural phase differences of target and interferer
(UT and UI) and the interaural coherence of the interferer
(qI). The binaural masking level difference (BMLD) is
obtained in each frequency band using Eq. (1) proposed by
Culling et al. (2004, 2005) following a development of the
E-C theory (Durlach, 1972),
BMLD ¼ 10 log10ð½k  cosðUT  UIÞ=½k  qIÞ (1)
with
k ¼ ð1 þ r2e Þ expðx2r2dÞ (2)
and x¼ center frequency of the band in rad/s, rd¼ 105 ls
and re¼ 0.25 (standard deviations of the time and amplitude
jitters, respectively, characterizing the internal noise in the E-
C model; Durlach, 1972). It should be noted that, following
the “revised” model of Durlach (1972), the model assumes
that the sound source is sufficiently distant so that interaural
level differences are negligible at low frequencies where bin-
aural unmasking is effective. The ILDs of target and inter-
ferer are thus not included in Eq. (1). However, in order to
broaden the model’s application, it would be desirable to take
into account the detrimental effect that masker ILDs can have
on binaural unmasking (Egan, 1965). The accuracy of the
present version of the model relies on the fact that, in the
cases considered, the magnitude of low-frequency ILDs is
quite small. Where Eq. (1) returns a negative value, the
BMLD is set to zero, following the assumption that binaural
thresholds are never above either of the corresponding mon-
aural thresholds (Durlach, 1963). The BMLD values are then
weighted (ANSI S3.5, 1997) and integrated across frequency
to provide a broadband binaural unmasking advantage. To
predict the overall effect of binaural hearing, the “effective”
target-to-interferer ratio is obtained by adding the binaural
unmasking advantage to the better-ear ratio [Eq. (3)],
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Effective TIR ¼
X
i
wi  TMRi þ
X
i
wi  BMLDi; (3)
where i is the frequency-band index, wi is the SII weighting
of the band (ANSI S3.5, 1997), TMRi is the better-ear TMR
selected independently for each frequency band, and BMLDi
is computed with Eq. (1).
The BRIRs are decomposed into simulated peripheral
frequency channels using a gammatone filterbank (Patterson
et al., 1987) with two filters per equivalent rectangular band-
width (ERB) (Moore and Glasberg, 1983). The target-to-
interferer ratio for each channel is calculated as the energy
ratio between the filtered BRIRs for target and interferer. In
the single-interferer case, the filtered BRIRs for each source
are cross-correlated to derive the interaural parameters for
the application of the EC model. The coherence is taken as
the maximum of the cross-correlation function, and the
phase difference is obtained by multiplying the correspond-
ing delay by the center frequency of the band. In the case of
multiple interfering sound sources, the interferer BRIRs
have to be combined into a single binaural pair. The BRIRs
are concatenated rather than added to avoid constructive/
destructive interference. Concatenation has the effect of
summing the frequency-dependent energy of each contribut-
ing impulse response, and generating an averaged cross-
correlation function. It may seem intuitively reasonable to
add together the BRIRs, just as one would add together dif-
ferent interfering sounds. However, summing directly the
BRIRs would result in spectral distortion due to interference,
which does not occur when summing statistically independ-
ent interfering signals that have been convolved with those
BRIRs. The BRIRs are not themselves independent, because
they were produced by the same source in the room: the
impulse used to measure them. Concatenation is the appro-
priate approach when the interfering sources are independ-
ent. Only in the particular case of different interfering
sources driven by the same signal (e.g., different loud-
speakers driven by the same input) should the BRIRs be
summed, to take into account the interference of the signals
produced by the sources at the ears.
The method was used to predict measured differences in
SRT, without any model parameter being fitted to the data.
To be compared to SRTs, which are by definition speech-to-
noise ratios, effective target-to-interferer ratios are simply
inverted, so that high ratios correspond to low thresholds.
This comparison assumes that a reduction by 10 dB of the
interferer level (at a fixed target level) induces a 10-dB
improvement in SRT. This assumption might not hold for
very high or very low source levels. Predicted differences in
inverted effective ratio can be directly compared to SRT dif-
ferences across experimental conditions. To compare abso-
lute thresholds and ratios rather than relative differences, a
reference needs to be chosen. For each experiment presented
here, the reference was the average SRT across conditions
and participants. Before the comparison, inverted ratios were
centered to this average SRT (by subtracting their mean and
adding the average SRT), or, in other words, the average
inverted ratio was aligned to the average SRT of the experi-
ment. It should be noted that, unless one needs to model lis-
teners with different receptive capacities or speech varying
in intelligibility (differing in word frequency or the presence
of syntactic and/or semantic constraints), there is no require-
ment to calculate speech indices such as articulation index
(Kryter, 1962) or SII (ANSI S3.5, 1997), or to conduct
index-to-intelligibility mapping (Beutelmann and Brand,
2006; Levitt and Rabiner, 1967).
B. SRT measurements
SRTs for 50% intelligibility were measured with head-
phones using an adaptive threshold task in which listeners
transcribed semantically unpredictable English sentences
heard against spatially separated noise interferers. Real-
room listening over headphones was obtained by convolving
anechoic stimuli with BRIRs.
1. Stimuli
The anechoic recordings of the same male voice digi-
tized at 20 kHz with 16-bit quantization were used as the ba-
sis of all target speech sentences in the three experiments.
The corpus of sentences was from the Harvard Sentence List
(IEEE, 1969). The sentences have low predictability, and
each sentence contains five key words. For instance, one sen-
tence was “TAKE the WINDING PATH to REACH the
LAKE.” The speech-shaped noise interferers were obtained
by filtering continuous Gaussian noises with a finite impulse
response filter designed to match the speech long-term exci-
tation pattern (Moore and Glasberg, 1983). These interferers
all lasted longer than the longest target sentence.
Binaural stimuli were produced by convolving the
speech sentences and noise samples with the room impulse
responses measured between the source positions and each
ear (see BRIR measurements section below). Within a given
room, the relative amount of reverberation imposed on a
source was increased by moving the source further away
from the listener (Lavandier and Culling, 2007; Watkins,
2005). Convolution by a room impulse response can change
the sound level of a stimulus differently depending on the
source position in the room and the ear considered (Bradley
et al., 1999). Because the impulse response measurements
did not preserve the broadband sound level differences
between positions and rooms,1 the broadband target-to-inter-
ferer level ratio was fixed at the ears rather than at the emis-
sion of the sources. The left-right average of the root-mean-
square (RMS) powers of all convolved stimuli was equalized
before the experiments. As a consequence, every source pro-
duced the same average sound level at the ears. This level
was independent of the room considered and of the distance
of the source from the head. The equalization preserved the
potential influence of ILDs in better-ear listening. Multiple
interferers were obtained by summing equalized single inter-
ferers corresponding to independent noise samples, and by
re-equalizing the resulting signal so that they had the same
mean level across the ears as single interferers.
2. Procedure
SRTs were measured using a 1-up/1-down adaptive
threshold method (Plomp and Mimpen, 1979). For each SRT
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measurement, ten target sentences were presented one after
another against the same noise interferer. The target-to-inter-
ferer level ratio was initially very low (32 dB). On the first
trial (first target sentence), listeners could either enter a tran-
script on a computer keyboard, or replay the same stimuli. If
stimuli were replayed, the target level was increased by
4 dB. Stimuli had to be replayed until the target was loud
enough to be judged partially intelligible. Listeners were
instructed to attempt a transcript of this first target sentence
when they believed that they could hear more than half the
words of the sentence. Once the first transcript was entered,
the correct transcript was displayed on the computer termi-
nal, with the five key words in capitals. The listener self-
marked the number of correct key words. The subsequent
nine target sentences were presented only once, and self-
marked in a similar manner. The target level was decreased
by 2 dB if the listener correctly identified three or more of
the five key words in the previous sentence, and otherwise
increased by 2 dB. The SRT for a given condition was taken
as the mean target-to-interferer level ratio on the last eight
trials.
Each SRT measurement used a different set of ten target
sentences and a different noise interferer. The session began
with two practice runs using unprocessed stimuli, in order to
familiarize listeners with the task. The following runs meas-
ured SRTs in each of the N tested conditions in a randomly
chosen order (N¼ 12 in experiments 1 and 2, N¼ 16 in
experiment 3). The order of the conditions was then rotated
for successive listeners, while sentence materials remained
in the same order. Each target sentence was thus presented
once to every listener in the same order and, across a group
of N listeners, a complete rotation of conditions was
achieved. Each experiment therefore used a multiple of N
listeners. This procedure also ensured that each condition
was presented in each serial position within the experimental
session.
Signals were digitally mixed, D/A converted, and ampli-
fied using a 24-bit Edirol UA-20 sound card and an MTR
HPA-2 Headphone Amplifier. They were presented to listen-
ers over Sennheiser HD480 headphones in a single-walled
sound-attenuating booth within a sound-treated room. A
computer terminal screen was visible outside the booth win-
dow. A keyboard was inside the booth to gather the tran-
scripts of listeners.
3. Listeners
Listeners all reported normal hearing and English as
their first language. They were undergraduate students, paid
for their participation. None of them were familiar with the
sentences used during the test. Each listener participated in
only a single session of a given experiment. Experiments 1
and 2 each involved 24 listeners, and 32 listeners took part
in experiment 3. For each experiment, mean SRTs are pre-
sented with standard errors.
C. BRIR measurements
Real-room reverberation was introduced into the
anechoic stimuli by convolution with BRIRs measured in
different rooms with dummy-head transducers (a speaker in
a Bruel and Kjaer 4128 head and torso simulator, and Bruel
and Kjaer 4134 microphones in the ears of a KEMAR man-
nequin), which incorporate the directional characteristics of
a human talker and a human listener. The BRIRs were meas-
ured using doubled maximum-length sequences in a corridor
and an L-shaped room (Watkins, 2005), and using log sine
sweeps (Farina, 2000) in two meeting rooms and a lecture
hall. To obtain signals at the listener’s eardrum that match
the signal at KEMAR’s ear, the frequency-response charac-
teristics of the dummy-head loudspeaker and of the listener’s
headphones were removed using appropriate inverse filters.
All measurements were done at 48 kHz, and BRIRs were re-
sampled at 20 kHz before convolution with the anechoic
stimuli.
BRIRs were obtained with the transducer mannequins
facing each other, both on stands to fix their height at 1.53 m.
The talker’s position was varied to give different distances
from the listener (0.65, 1.25, 2.5, 5, or 10 m), at a selection of
bearings (25, 5, 0, 5, or 25). These bearings and dis-
tances are relative to the listener’s fixed location. In the
L-shaped room and meeting rooms, the listener was located
near a corner facing diagonally across the room. In the corri-
dor, the listener was central and faced along the room. In the
lecture hall, the listener was where the lecturer would nor-
mally stand, i.e., near one wall half way along it, facing the
opposite wall. The amount of reverberation at these locations
is indicated by the ratio of early-to-late impulse response
energy, C50 when “early” is defined as the first 50 ms of the
impulse response (ISO 3382, 1997). The present measure-
ments do not comply with the ISO standard’s recommenda-
tions for omni-directional transducers and spatial averaging,
because the purpose here was to capture features present for
listeners. A-weighted C50 values measured in the five rooms2
are shown in Fig. 1, which also indicates the shape and size of
each room.
As expected, C50 systematically decreased with increas-
ing source distance, indicating that the relative amount of
reverberation increased when the source was moved away
from the listener in the five rooms. The C50 value at a given
distance was of course dependent on the room considered.
C50 was very similar at the two ears for frontal sources at
0; but for lateral sources, it was higher at the ear which was
on the side of the source (left ear for a source at 25 and
right ear for a source at 25) compared to its level at the
contra-lateral ear. This difference indicates that head shadow
reduced the level of the direct sound at the contra-lateral ear.
The difference of C50 across the ears decreased with
increasing source distance, suggesting that the influence of
head shadow was limited when the sound at the ears was
dominated by reverberation. Figure 1 finally demonstrates
that the rooms and positions considered in this study gave
access to a broad range of reverberation levels.
To be sure of the good quality of the BRIR recordings,
their measurement-noise level was assessed. The presence of
noise is indicated by non-linear (dB vs time) energy decay
(Zahorik, 2002). For each BRIR, the energy decay curve was
obtained by reverse integration of the impulse response
(Schroeder, 1965). The BRIR’s amplitude resolution (“bit
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depth”) was progressively reduced from 16 bits by integer
division, until the energy decay was linear. The bit depth
required for linear decay indicates the signal-to-noise ratio
of the measured BRIR, which was better than 45 dB in all
cases. The original 16-bit depth was then restored by
multiplication.
In some conditions, spectral-envelope impulse responses
(SEIRs) were used. They were obtained by removing the tem-
poral characteristics of the BRIRs whilst preserving their
spectral envelopes and associated ILDs. This manipulation
removed the ITDs necessary for binaural unmasking while
preserving the ILDs necessary for better-ear listening, thereby
allowing the corresponding prediction components to be
tested separately. The SEIRs were obtained using the fast
Fourier transform of the BRIRs, whose frequency compo-
nents were rotated to cosine phase (independently for the left
and right channels), before taking the inverse transform and
applying a short, 42.6-ms Hann window to the resulting sym-
metrical time-function. Consequently, the long decaying
“tails” of the original BRIRs were no longer present. Left and
right channel SEIRs were aligned in time, thereby removing
any ITD at the onsets and elsewhere in the original BRIRs.
The resulting SEIRs were short binaural impulse
responses, with very different waveforms from the BRIRs
(with no long tails nor ITDs), but they had the same spectral en-
velope as their corresponding BRIR, with the same frequency-
dependent ILDs responsible for better-ear listening. These
ILDs corresponded to differences in the left and right temporal
waveforms of a SEIR, but these waveforms did not have any
ITD because they were created independently. As a result, there
was no binaural unmasking possible with the SEIRs (as verified
in the model predictions), but better-ear listening was similar to
the one obtained with their corresponding BRIR.
III. INTELLIGIBILITYAGAINST SINGLE INTERFERERS
IN ROOMS (EXPERIMENTS 1 AND 2)
The prediction method was first assessed for the case of
single sources of interference. The difference in bearing
between the target and interferer impulse responses was varied
with the aim of highlighting the spatial unmasking associated
with ILDs and ITDs. The relative amount of reverberation was
varied by varying the interferer’s distance from the listener in
the five rooms tested (Fig. 1).
FIG. 1. A-weighted C50 values (ratios of early-to-late impulse response energy for a 50-ms early/late limit) at the left and right ears of the listener mannequin
for the talker mannequin at different locations in the five rooms in which BRIRs were measured.2 Bearings and distances are relative to listener’s location,
which was fixed in each room. A broad range of reverberation levels was considered in this study, with C50 systematically decreasing with increasing distance.
For lateral sources, C50 was higher at the ear which was on the side of the source (left for a source at 25 and right for a source at 25), indicating that the
contra-lateral ear suffered from head shadow. The difference of C50 across the ears decreased with increasing source distance.
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A. Design
In experiment 1, SRTs were measured using BRIRs and
SEIRs from meeting room 1. The interferer was tested at
two distances, 0.65 m (near) and 5 m (far), and three bear-
ings, 25 (left), 0 (front), and 25 (right); whereas the
target was always at near-right (0.65 m, 25).3 The two dis-
tances and three bearings for the interferer and the two BRIR
processings resulted in twelve tested conditions.
Experiment 2 aimed to generalize the results of experi-
ment 1, considering the four other rooms, five interferer
distances and the same three source bearings.3 Twelve config-
urations were tested. These conditions were chosen to maxi-
mize the differences between the corresponding predicted
SRTs. In the corridor, both sources were in front, with the tar-
get at 0.65 m and the interferer at 1.25 or 5 m. In the L-shaped
room, both sources were in front, with the target at 0.65 m and
the interferer at 2.5 or 10 m. In meeting room 2, the target was
at 0.65 m on the left (25) and the interferer was on the right
(25) at 0.65, 1.25, or 5 m. In the lecture hall, the target was
always at 0.65 m and 25 on the opposite side of the interferer
(for example, when the interferer was on the left at 25, the
target was on the right at 25). The interferer was on the right
(25) at 0.65, 2.5, or 10 m, or on the left (25) at 0.65 or 5 m.
Only BRIRs were used in experiment 2.
B. Results
Figure 2 presents the mean SRTs measured in experi-
ment 1. The difference between BRIRs (black) and SEIRs
(gray) indicates the contribution of binaural unmasking. The
model predictions are also plotted, showing a close corre-
spondence between measured and predicted thresholds
(Bravais–Pearson correlation r¼ 0.98, p< 0.0001, n¼ 12).
Spatial unmasking is obtained by comparing the SRT meas-
ured in each condition to the SRT of the co-located condition
(near-right). For nearby interfering sources, the contribution
of better-ear listening (SEIR data, gray, 4 dB at near-left)
was larger than that of binaural unmasking (black minus
gray, about 1.5 dB at near-left). Increasing the interferer’s
distance from the listener increased the relative amount of
reverberation, which had the effect of reducing the influence
of a bearing separation between target and interferer (the dif-
ference between the near-left and near-right conditions is
substantial while the unmasking in the far-left and far-right
conditions is similar). This reduced influence indicates that
head shadow was very limited in the far conditions; but
better-ear listening benefited from room coloration (which
provided about 3 dB of unmasking in these conditions). Note
that coloration is dependent on the positions of both the
sound source and the listener within a room. When important
frequencies for speech are attenuated in the masking noise,
then speech intelligibility can improve (as seen in experi-
ment 1). Equally a worsening of intelligibility may occur if
these frequencies are amplified. Given the two ears of the lis-
tener, coloration might provide an advantage at one ear or
the other. Binaural unmasking was still apparent in the far
conditions (just below 1 dB at far-left and far-front).
An analysis of variance (ANOVA) confirmed that
the main effects of BRIR processing, interferer’s distance
and interferer’s bearing were significant (Table I). Tukey
pairwise comparisons showed that, on average, the three
tested bearings led to significantly different SRTs (q> 4.6,
p< 0.01 in each case). This effect was driven by the condi-
tions at 0.65 m (near). The interaction between the effects of
interferer’s distance and bearing was significant. Tukey pair-
wise comparisons confirmed that, on average, the three bear-
ings led to significantly different SRTs at 0.65 m (q> 7.0,
p< 0.001 in each case), but none of these differences were
significant at 5 m. The effect of distance was significant at
FIG. 2. Mean SRTs with standard error measured in experiment 1. The dif-
ference between BRIRs (black) and SEIRs (gray) indicates the contribution
of binaural unmasking. Measurements were well predicted by the proposed
method (Bravais–Pearson correlation r¼ 0.98, p< 0.0001, n¼ 12). For
nearby interferers, the contribution of better-ear listening (SEIR data) was
larger than that of binaural unmasking. Increasing reverberation reduced the
influence of a bearing separation between sources, indicating that head
shadow was very limited in the far conditions; but better-ear listening then
benefited from room coloration. Binaural unmasking was still apparent in
the far conditions.
TABLE I. Repeated measure analysis of variance (ANOVA) for Experiment
1 (Fig. 2) and Experiment 3 (Fig. 6). The factors involved in Experiment 1
were BRIR processing (BRIR), interferer’s distance (Dist.) and interferer’s
bearing (Bear.). The factors involved in Experiment 3 were BRIR processing,
interferer’s distance and interferer configuration (Config.).
Factor
Sum of
squares df
Mean
square F p
Experiment 1
BRIR 32.7 1 32.7 19.6 <0.001
Dist. 103.9 1 103.9 34.6 <0.0001
Bear. 286.7 2 143.3 45.7 <0.0001
BRIR  Dist. 0.7 1 0.7 0.3 n.s.
BRIR  Bear. 22.5 2 11.3 4.7 <0.05
Dist.  Bear. 235.4 2 117.7 48.1 <0.0001
BRIR  Dist.  Bear. 1.9 2 0.9 0.4 n.s.
Experiment 3
BRIR 59.1 1 59.1 33.2 <0.0001
Dist. 12.2 1 12.2 4.7 <0.05
Config. 493.5 3 164.5 75.9 <0.0001
BRIR  Dist. 11.6 1 11.6 4.9 <0.05
BRIR  Config. 12.1 3 4.0 2.0 n.s.
Dist.  Config. 65.6 3 21.9 12.9 <0.0001
BRIR  Dist.  Config. 1.7 3 0.6 0.2 n.s.
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all bearings (q> 4.4, p< 0.01 in each case). The interaction
between the effects of BRIR processing and interferer’s
bearing was also significant. Tukey pairwise comparisons
confirmed that binaural unmasking (difference between
BRIR and SEIR) was significant for sources at different
bearings [interferer on the left and in front (q> 4.5, p< 0.01
in each case)], but not for sources at the same bearing (inter-
ferer on the right). On average, all bearings led to signifi-
cantly different SRTs with the BRIRs (q> 5.3, p< 0.01 in
each case). The SRTs measured with the interferer in front
and on the right were not significantly different using the
SEIRs. These SRTs were both significantly different from
the SRT measured with the interferer on the left using the
SEIR (q> 6.9, p< 0.001 in each case).
Figure 3 presents the results of experiment 2, comparing
the model predictions to the measured SRTs. Because all ex-
perimental parameters (room, distance, bearing) were not
varied systematically, results are presented as a scattergram
rather than plotted as a function of these parameters. The
aim here was not to investigate a systematic effect of dis-
tance or room for example, but to validate a prediction
method which will allow these future investigations. Experi-
ment 2 confirmed the good performance of the model
observed in experiment 1, with again a close correspondence
between measured and predicted thresholds (Bravais–
Pearson correlation r¼ 0.98, p< 0.0001, n¼ 12). An
ANOVA confirmed that the effect of the tested condition
was significant [F(11,253)¼ 29.7, p< 0.0001], with Tukey
pairwise comparisons indicating that forty pairs of condi-
tions (out of sixty-six) led to significantly different SRTs
(q> 4.7, p< 0.05 in each case).
C. Discussion
Experiments 1 and 2 showed that the proposed model
accurately predicts the effects of binaural unmasking
and better-ear listening, both in combination (BRIRs) and
isolation [results with SEIRs indicate that effects of better-
ear listening alone are well predicted, while results from
Lavandier and Culling (2010) indicate good predictions of
effects of binaural unmasking alone], in the presence of sin-
gle interferers in reverberation. The correspondence between
measured and predicted thresholds was as good as for other
models [overall correlation of 0.95 for Beutelmann and
Brand (2006), 0.95–0.97 correlation for Lavandier and Cull-
ing (2010)] and for previous validations of this model in
anechoic situations [correlations between 0.86 and 0.99 for
Jelfs et al. (2011)]. These results show that the model’s util-
ity in artificial situations (Lavandier and Culling, 2010)
extends to the real-room conditions used in the current vali-
dation, which involved five very different rooms, five inter-
ferer’s distances ranging from 0.65 to 10 m, and three source
bearings with target and interferer both tested in front and on
both sides of the listener.
It should be noted that all model parameters are fixed
and come from the literature. The frequency selectivity of
the auditory system is taken from Moore and Glasberg
(1983); the two jitter parameters of the E-C model are taken
from Durlach (1972); the SII weightings are taken from the
ANSI standard (ANSI S3.5, 1997). Because the proposed
method does not require any parameter to be fitted to the
measured data to predict differences in SRT, it could be used
to predict the SRTs measured by Beutelmann and Brand
(2006) (using the average SRT across conditions as a refer-
ence for the model in each experiment). These SRTs were
obtained in a different laboratory, in different rooms and
at different bearings and distances, using a different mea-
surement procedure and a different language. Figure 4
shows that a close correspondence between measured and
predicted thresholds was obtained (Bravais–Pearson correla-
tion r¼ 0.99, p< 0.0001, n¼ 16).
FIG. 3. Comparison of the mean SRTs with standard errors measured in
experiment 2 with the model predictions. The dashed reference line is a line
of unit slope passing though the origin and represents a 1:1 relationship
between the predicted and measured SRTs. Measurements were well pre-
dicted by the model (Bravais–Pearson correlation r¼ 0.98, p< 0.0001,
n¼ 12), generalizing the good performance observed in experiment 1 while
considering other rooms and distances.
FIG. 4. Comparison of the model predictions with the mean SRTs measured
by Beutelmann and Brand (2006) with normal-hearing listeners in a cafete-
ria (black circles) and an office (gray squares). The dashed reference line is
a line of unit slope passing though the origin and represents a 1:1 relation-
ship between the predicted and measured SRTs. Measurements were well
predicted by the model (Bravais–Pearson correlation r¼ 0.99, p< 0.0001,
n¼ 16), confirming the good performance observed in experiments 1 and 2
while considering measurements done in a different laboratory, at different
bearings and distances, using a different procedure and language.
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Beutelmann and Brand (2006) measured SRTs for
speech against a single noise interferer, using German senten-
ces and an adaptative procedure (Brand and Kollmeier,
2002), with ten normal-hearing listeners. Measurements were
carried out in two separate experiments involving BRIRs
from two different rooms, an office and a cafeteria. In the
office, BRIRs were measured with a loudspeaker at 1.45 m
from a listener mannequin placed in the middle of the room.
No indication was found concerning the distance between the
source and the mannequin in the cafeteria, but it should have
been less than 3 m, which was the distance between the man-
nequin and an adjacent window. In both experiments, the
speech target was always in front (0), whereas the noise
interferer was tested at eight bearings: 140, 100, 45,
0, 45, 80, 125, and 180 in the office; 135, 90,
45, 0, 45, 90, 135, and 180 in the cafeteria. The
resulting SRTs, scanned from their Fig. 2, are plotted against
the predictions obtained with our model directly applied to
the corresponding BRIRs (Fig. 4). The correlation coefficient
between measured and predicted SRTs is 0.99 when compar-
ing between all conditions. It is 0.98 when considering only
the office data, and 0.99 for the cafeteria data. These values
are comparable with the 0.94 correlation obtained in each
room by Beutelmann and Brand (2006).
IV. INTELLIGIBILITYAGAINST MULTIPLE
INTERFERERS IN ROOMS (EXPERIMENT 3)
The prediction method was then assessed for the case of
multiple sources of interference. One to three interferers
were tested using impulse responses on one or both sides of
the listener and target, as in previous measurements in
anechoic experiments (Culling et al., 2004; Hawley et al.,
2004). The relative amount of reverberation was varied by
varying the interferers’ distance from the listener (Fig. 1).
A. Design
In experiment 3, SRTs were measured using BRIRs and
SEIRs from meeting room 1, in the configurations illustrated
with the sketches of Fig. 5. For all configurations, interferers
were tested at the same distance, either 0.65 m (near) or 5 m
(far). In configurations 1, 2, and 3, the target was always at
0.65 m and 25 (right), whereas a single interferer was at
25 (left) in configuration 1, a second interferer was added
at 5 (left) in configuration 2, and a third interferer was
added at 5 (right) in configuration 3. In configuration bilat-
eral, the target was at 0.65 m and 0 (front), with one interferer
on each side, at 25 and 25. These four configurations, two
interferer distances and two BRIR processings resulted in 16
tested conditions.
B. Results
Figure 6 presents the mean SRTs measured in experi-
ment 3. The difference between BRIRs (black) and SEIRs
(gray) indicates the contribution of binaural unmasking. The
model predictions are also plotted, showing again a close cor-
respondence between measured and predicted thresholds
(Bravais–Pearson correlation r¼ 0.95, p< 0.0001, n¼ 16). In
the presence of between one and three interferers placed on
one or both sides of the listener’s head, the effects of binaural
unmasking remained apparent with multiple interferers
(about 1 dB improvement in intelligibility across the different
configurations of nearby interferers). The main loss of intelli-
gibility with increasing number of interferers appeared to
arise through the loss of better-ear listening when interferers
were on both sides of the listener (near-3 vs near-2), and this
loss of intelligibility was even greater when the interferers
were on both sides of the target (near-bilateral vs near-2). As
for single interferers, increased reverberation in the far condi-
tions reduced the effects of both head shadow (reduced
unmasking between the bilateral and 2-conditions) and
FIG. 5. Spatial configurations used for experiment 3 in meeting room 1
(Fig. 1). The target was always at 0.65 m, at 25 (1, 2, and 3) or 0 (bilat-
eral). A single interferer was at 25 (1), two interferers were at 25 and
5 (2), three interferers were at 25, 5, and 5 (3), or two interferers
were at 25 and 25 (bilateral). All interferers were at the same distance,
either 0.65 m (near) or 5 m (far).
FIG. 6. Mean SRTs with standard error measured in experiment 3 with mul-
tiple interferers (Fig. 5). The difference between BRIRs (black) and SEIRs
(gray) indicates the contribution of binaural unmasking. Measurements were
well predicted by the proposed method (Bravais–Pearson correlation
r¼ 0.95, p< 0.0001, n¼ 16). Binaural unmasking remained apparent with
increasing number of interferers, whereas the main loss of intelligibility was
associated with the loss of better-ear listening when interferers were on both
sides of the listener (near-3 vs near-2) and on both sides of the target (near-
bilateral vs near-2). As for single interferers, increased reverberation
reduced binaural unmasking and head shadow (reduced unmasking between
the bilateral and 2-conditions), but on average better-ear listening was not
reduced because the loss of head shadow might have been compensated by
the beneficial effect of room coloration (see experiment 1).
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binaural unmasking (about 0.5 dB across conditions). On
average, increasing distance did not reduce better-ear listen-
ing, because the loss of head shadow with increased reverber-
ation might have been compensated by the beneficial effect
of room coloration (see experiment 1 in the same room).
An ANOVA confirmed that the main effects of BRIR
processing, interferer distance and interferer configuration
were significant (Table I). Tukey pairwise comparisons
showed that, on average, all configurations except 1 and 2
led to significantly different SRTs [q> 7.1, p< 0.001 in
each case]. The interaction between the effects of BRIR
processing and interferer distance was significant. Tukey
pairwise comparisons showed that binaural unmasking (dif-
ference between BRIR and SEIR) was significant at 0.65 and
5 m (q> 3.2, p< 0.05 in each case). The effect of distance
was significant with the BRIRs (q> 4.2, p< 0.01), but not
with the SEIRs. The interaction between the effects of inter-
ferer distance and configuration was also significant. On av-
erage, all configurations led to significantly different SRTs
at 0.65 m (q> 4.4, p< 0.05 in each case). It was also the
case at 5 m (q> 5.4, p< 0.01 in each case), except for con-
figurations with interferers on only one side of the listener
(1 vs 2), or on both sides of the listener (bilateral vs 3). The
effect of distance was significant for configurations 1 and
bilateral (q> 3.7, p< 0.05 in each case), but not for configu-
rations 2 and 3.
C. Discussion
Experiment 3 showed that, as in anechoic situations
(Bronkhorst and Plomp, 1992; Carhart et al., 1969; Culling
et al., 2004; Hawley et al., 2004), binaural hearing is still
effective against multiple interferers in rooms, and that the
proposed model accurately predicts the corresponding effects
of binaural unmasking and better-ear listening (both in com-
bination and isolation). The correspondence between meas-
ured and predicted thresholds with multiple interferers was as
good as with single interferers (see Sec. III C of experiments
1 and 2). We are not aware of any other prediction model
tested using multiple interferers in reverberation. Jelfs et al.
(2011) obtained similar agreement while testing the model
for multiple noise interferers in anechoic conditions, with cor-
relations of 0.98 and 0.99 between measured and predicted
thresholds. The model of Wan et al. (2010) also accurately
predicted the SRTs measured by Hawley et al. (2004) using
one to three noise interferers in different anechoic configura-
tions. The direct comparison with the present results is diffi-
cult though, because their SII criterion was changed each
time the number of interferers varied. This criterion is equiva-
lent to the reference SRT used in each experiment presented
here to compare inverted effective target-to-interferer ratios
and SRTs (no reference is needed to compare directly differ-
ences in ratios and in SRTs).
In experiment 3, configurations 1 and 2 did not lead to
significant differences in SRT. The two interferers of config-
uration 2 were in the same hemifield and opposite to the tar-
get side, so head shadow was not greatly affected by the
second interferer. It was greatly reduced when the interferers
were spatially distributed in both hemifields, as previously
measured in anechoic studies (Culling et al., 2004; Hawley
et al., 2004). Also in agreement with these studies, binaural
unmasking was robust in all spatial configurations, whether
there were one or multiple interferers distributed across loca-
tions in the same hemifield or in both (no significant interac-
tion between the effects of BRIR processing and interferer
configuration in experiment 3). Based on the interaural phase
differences associated with ITD [Eq. (1)], binaural unmask-
ing can still be effective against multiple interferers at differ-
ent positions with different ITDs, because this mechanism
then acts on the composite interferer at the ear. The interau-
ral phase differences of this composite interferer do not cor-
respond to any real interferer position anymore.
V. MAPPING INTELLIGIBILITY IN NOISY ROOMS
Unlike previous intelligibility models based on source
signals in rooms (Beutelmann and Brand, 2006; Lavandier
and Culling, 2010), the proposed method is applied directly
to BRIRs, producing fast and accurate non-stochastic predic-
tions (Jelfs et al., 2011). Thanks to its resulting computa-
tional efficiency, the method can be used to generate
intelligibility maps of rooms containing multiple interfering
sources, as long as these sources are stationary noises. These
spatial representations offer visualization of the space acces-
sible to a listener who would wish to maintain a given level
of intelligibility whilst moving within the room. This section
of the paper presents examples of such maps obtained in
simple simulated rooms. The aim here was not to demon-
strate systematic effects of room parameters, but to illustrate
the potential applications of the prediction method to support
the design of social interaction spaces.
A. Room simulations
Virtual rooms were simulated using a ray-tracing
method (Allen and Berkley, 1979; Peterson, 1986), imple-
mented in the WAVE signal processing package (Culling,
1996). They were 10 6.4 2.5 m3, each surface having a
uniform frequency-independent absorption coefficient.
Figure 7 shows the effect of the level of reverberation con-
trolled by setting the absorption coefficient to a single value
for all surfaces (0.9 for dry, 0.5 for mildly reverberant, and
0.1 for very reverberant). Figure 8 shows a decomposition of
the effects of binaural unmasking and better ear listening
using a more realistic allocation of absorption coefficients
(0.4 on walls, 0.9 on ceiling, and 0.2 on floor). In all compu-
tations reported here, an adapted version of the program was
used, so that the listener’s head was modeled by filtering
each ray by the appropriate head-related transfer function of
a KEMAR mannequin (Gardner and Martin, 1995) in ac-
cordance with its angle of incidence. All sources (of equal
power level) and receivers were at 1.5-m height, and the
positions considered were (in m): target (5.5; 2), interferer 1
(2; 2.5), interferer 2 (4; 5), interferer 3 (6.5; 5.5) or (8.5;
3.5), listener positions centered on a grid 0.3 0.3.
B. Efficiency and modularity of the method
Maps illustrating situations for between one and three
stationary noise interferers (increasing number from left to
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right in panels a–d of Fig. 7), in a room where the absorption
was varied to change the level of reverberation (which
increases from top to bottom in rows I to III), show the most
desirable locations for understanding speech (equal-
intelligibility zones corresponding to high effective target-
to-interferer ratios are shaded lighter). These zones were
greatly narrowed for increasingly reverberant conditions
(Fig. 7, top to bottom), as they were when multiple interfer-
ing sources enter the room (left to right). This latter reduc-
tion in intelligible listening space was associated with the
loss of positions that offer substantial head shadow against
interferers. The maps also demonstrate that reverberation
tended to spread the target and interferer energy throughout
the room, making target-to-interferer ratios more uniform as
they tended towards 0 dB (one interferer), 3 dB (two inter-
ferers), or 4.8 dB (three interferers). Even though adding
absorbent material in a room does not directly eliminate the
interfering sources, it might enable the auditory system to
work more efficiently and to effectively “cancel” (at least)
part of the interfering sound, resulting in more freedom to
stand in different parts of the room for the listener.
For natural listening conditions, it should be borne in
mind that the level of intelligibility corresponding to a given
effective ratio is dependent on hearing abilities. To ensure
the same level of understanding, hearing-impaired listeners
(Beutelmann and Brand, 2006) and cochlear implantees (Qin
and Oxenham, 2003), for example, will require a better ratio
than normally hearing listeners. The prediction method could
FIG. 7. Intelligibility maps of rooms. The effective target-to-interferer ratio was predicted as a function of listener’s position (facing the target) in a virtual
room modeled as dry (I), mildly reverberant (II), or very reverberant (III), in the presence of 1 (a), 2 (b), or 3 (c and d) stationary noise interferers. Also shown
are the 0 dB ratio contour (solid line), the 1 dB contours (dashed lines), and the 3 dB contours (dotted lines). Increasing reverberation and surrounding inter-
ferers limited the space available to listeners.
FIG. 8. Decomposition of speech segregation mechanisms. The effective target-to-interferer ratio was predicted as a function of position in a virtual mildly
reverberant room, in the presence of 1 (I) or 2 (II) stationary noise interferers (solid line for 0 dB contour, dashed lines for 1 dB contours and dotted lines for
3 dB contours). The listener facing the target was modeled with binaural unmasking ability (c), without this ability (b, only better-ear listening), or simply as
an omnidirectional microphone (a, no head shadow/better-ear listening, no binaural unmasking). This decomposition showed that better-ear listening and bin-
aural unmasking both enabled the listener to stand in more places within the room.
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take into account specific forms of hearing impairment in
order to guide technical applications directed towards the lis-
tener (e.g., directional microphones on hearing aids) or envi-
ronmental policies concerning room design. As we show,
this can be achieved in realistic environments including
those with multiple sources and reverberation. As mecha-
nisms of speech segregation are modeled separately, their
influence can be predicted independently. This is particularly
relevant for cochlear implantees, who benefit from better-ear
listening (if bilaterally implanted) but not binaural unmask-
ing, because current implants encode the temporal envelope
of incoming sounds but not the temporal-fine structure
(Majdak et al., 2006). Prediction maps obtained with binau-
ral unmasking [Fig. 8, panel (c)] and without [panel (b)], as
well as maps where the two-eared head was replaced by an
omnidirectional microphone (panels a), in the presence of
one or two stationary noise interferers (panels I,II), indicate
that better-ear listening (a vs b) and binaural unmasking (b
vs c) resulted in a listener being able to stand farther away
from the target without losing understanding.
VI. LIMITATIONS OF THE METHOD
The prediction method relies on several assumptions.
The short-term variations of interaural phases and levels are
ignored in the model which implicitly considers only mean
statistics over signals (speech sentence or noise sample)
when processing overall BRIRs. It should be noted that the
measured data were also averaged over listeners and sen-
tence lists. The model assumes that each frequency channel
operates independently. There is evidence for within-
channel processing of binaural unmasking (Akeroyd, 2004;
Edmonds and Culling, 2005), but it is currently unclear
whether better-ear listening operates independently in each
frequency channel, or whether the same ear is selected for
all frequencies. It might be the case that, in real listening sit-
uations, it does not make a big difference. For example, for
sources which are not too reverberant, head shadow domi-
nates better-ear listening and tends to favor the same ear at
all frequencies. The model assumes additive contributions of
binaural unmasking and better-ear listening, neglecting their
potential interaction. In particular, the effect of ILDs on bin-
aural unmasking is not taken into account, even if it is
known that binaural unmasking of tonal targets is reduced
when target or masker has a large ILD (Egan, 1965). The
accurate predictions of the model might indicate that this
effect is very limited when realistic ILDs are involved. The
additivity assumption might also hold because binaural
unmasking and better-ear listening tend to operate in differ-
ent frequency regions (low frequencies for binaural unmask-
ing and high frequencies for better-ear listening), such that
when they are summed, one of them is always negligible. As
in the original E-C theory, the model does not predict any
BMLD at high frequency [Durlach (1972), pp. 435–436],
whereas a BMLD of up to 3 dB can be observed for tonal
signals up to at least 4 kHz in broadband noise (Hirsh and
Burgeat, 1958). Despite these limitations and assumptions,
the fit between predictions and data was good, in the experi-
ments presented here and also in the validation presented by
Jelfs et al. (2011), who successfully modeled a range of
anechoic data sets from the literature.
In the experiments used to validate the prediction
method, all sources had the same sound level and long-term
spectrum. The application of the method is not limited to
these situations. Sources at different sound levels can be
modeled by scaling their respective BRIR to the appropriate
level. Note that only level differences between sources are
relevant. Sources with different spectra can also be modeled
by appropriate filtering of their BRIRs. Again, differences in
spectrum are the relevant parameter. If sources have all the
same spectrum, no filtering is required. In the case of multiple
interferers, concatenation of the scaled or filtered BRIRs
would have the effect of summing the frequency-dependent
energy of each contributing impulse response, and generating
an averaged cross-correlation function weighted according to
the energy in each impulse response. This generalization of
the method has not been directly tested; but, because the
model successfully predicted differences in source spectra
introduced by room coloration and head shadow, there is no
reason to believe that the proposed processing of the BRIRs
should not also result in accurate prediction.
The model does not consider the potential smearing of
target speech in very reverberant environments, so that pre-
diction only holds for targets not too far from the listener in
these environments, at positions where the direct-to-rever-
berant ratio is not too low and segregation from interferers is
the overriding factor for intelligibility. The model needs to
be extended to take into account this direct effect of rever-
beration on target speech. It could be combined with existing
models predicting temporal smearing (Bradley et al., 1999;
Houtgast and Steeneken, 1985). Such a combined approach
was used by van Wijngaarden and Drullman (2008) when
they introduced binaural-hearing inspired modifications to
the speech transmission index method.
A model that can completely describe cocktail-party sit-
uations in rooms needs to handle competing speech sources.
Interferer periodicity and modulation need to be incorpo-
rated in the model to refine the predictions. Fundamental fre-
quency (F0) differences facilitate segregation of competing
voices (Brokx and Nooteboom, 1982; Culling and Darwin,
1993), and Culling et al. (2003, 1994) showed that reverber-
ation was detrimental to segregation by F0 differences where
the F0 was non-stationary. Modulations in the temporal en-
velope of the interferer allow one to hear the target better
(Dusquesnoy, 1983; Festen and Plomp, 1990), so-called
“listening in the gaps,” and this ability is impaired by rever-
beration which reduces modulations (Bronkhorst and Plomp,
1990; George et al., 2008), filling the “gaps” in the inter-
ferer. Beutelmann et al. (2010) extended their model to take
this effect into account, following an approach proposed by
Rhebergen and Versfeld (2005), which consists in applying a
stationary model to short time frames of the target and inter-
ferer signals, and then averaging the predictions over time.
This signal-based approach would need to be adapted to be
applied to our model based on BRIRs. If it cannot be
assumed that the listener knows who/where to listen to, then
additional attentional effects also have to be modeled (Kidd
et al., 2005; Shinn-Cunningham et al., 2005).
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VII. CONCLUSION
A binaural intelligibility model combining better-ear lis-
tening and binaural unmasking was validated in real rooms,
in the presence of multiple stationary noise interferers. Cor-
relation coefficients ranging from 0.95 to 0.99 were obtained
between measured and predicted differences in threshold,
without any model parameter being fitted to the data. The
prediction method is based on BRIR measurements and can
accurately predict speech intelligibility against any number
of noise interferers, in any spatial distribution within a room
and for any orientation of the listener. The method is suffi-
ciently computationally efficient to generate intelligibility
maps from room designs. These visualizations of the space
accessible to listeners could form the basis of powerful ar-
chitectural tools, and provide guides to treatment strategies
for the hearing impaired. The method still needs to be refined
to be able to predict the temporal smearing of target speech
in very reverberant spaces and the segregation mechanisms
associated with the temporal envelope modulations and the
periodicity of speech interferers.
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